ABECEDARIAN
Durable Alphabet Letters Help Students Learn
- Upper-case and Lower-case

- English and Spanish

DESCRIPTION

PRICE PER ITEM

Upper-case English alphabet letters (Item #101)
Plastic 3-D all blue letters with two styles of the letter "I",
approx. 1.25" tall (27 letters)

$1.15

Lower-case English alphabet letters (Item #102)
Plastic 3-D all red letters, with 2 styles of the letters "a" and "g" (28 letters)

$1.15

Magnetic Upper-case English letters (Item #101M)
Plastic 3-D all blue letters, approx. 1.25" tall (26 letters)
Each letter has a magnet on the back

$2.70

Magnetic Lower-case English alphabet letters (Item #102M)
Plastic 3-D all red letters, with 2 styles of the letters "a" and "g" (28 letters)
Each letter has a magnet on the back

$2.70

Upper-case Spanish alphabet letters (Item #201)
Plastic 3-D all green letters, approx. 1.25" tall (29 letters)
~
Includes letters "A" through "Z" plus Ch, Ll, N

$1.50

Lower-case Spanish alphabet letters (Item #202)
Plastic 3-D all orange letters, (32 letters)
~
Includes lower-case letters "a" through "z" plus ch, ll, rr, n

$1.50

Magnetic Upper-case Spanish alphabet letters (Item #201M)
Plastic 3-D all green letters, approx. 1.25" tall (29 letters)
~
Includes letters "A" through "Z" plus Ch, Ll, N
Each letter has a magnet on the back

$2.90

Magnetic Lower-case Spanish alphabet letters (Item #202M)
Plastic 3-D all orange letters, (32 letters)
~
Includes lower-case letters "a" through "z" plus ch, ll, rr, n
Each letter has a magnet on the back

$2.90

Upper-case vowels (Item #301)
Plastic 3-D all yellow letters, approx. 1.25" tall (5 letters)

$0.65

Lower-case vowels (Item #302)
Plastic 3-D all purple letters, (5 letters)

$0.65

7/8 inch Purple Numbers (Item #401)
Plastic 3-dimensional all purple numbers
Four 0s, twelve 1s, four 2s, and two each of numbers 3-9 (34 numbers)

$1.25

2 inch Green Numbers (Item #402)
Plastic 3-dimensional all green numbers
One each of numbers 0 through 9 (10 numbers)

$1.25

1 1/4 inch Blue Numbers and Signs (Item #403)
Plastic 3-dimensional all blue numbers and signs
Two 0s, Twelve 1s, Three 2s, Two each of 3-9 and Five Signs (36 pieces)

$1.35

1 1/4 inch Magnetic Blue Numbers and Signs (Item #403M)
Plastic 3-dimensional all blue numbers and signs
Two 0s, Twelve 1s, Three 2s, Two each of 3-9 and Five Signs (36 pieces)
Each piece has a magnet on the back

$3.75

- Cost Effective
QTY

ITEM TOTAL

Upper-case English Desk-size alphabet strip (Item #501)
Plastic with English block upper-case letters, rounded corners, approx. 2" x 17"

$1.00

Lower-case English Desk-size alphabet strip (Item #503)
Plastic with English block lower-case letters, rounded corners, approx. 2" x 17"

$1.00

Upper-case Spanish Desk-size alphabet strip (Item #504)
Plastic with Spanish block upper-case letters, rounded corners, approx. 2" x 17"

$1.00

Lower-case Spanish Desk-size alphabet strip (Item #505)
Plastic with Spanish block lower-case letters, rounded corners, approx. 2" x 17"

$1.00

Upper-case English alphabet arc/mat, 11" x 17" (Item #601)
2-sided, laminated; outline of upper-case letters on front;
arc with initial, medial and final position letters on back

$2.25

Lower-case English alphabet arc/mat, 11" x 17" (Item #602)
2-sided, laminated; outline of lower-case letters on front;
arc with initial, medial and final position letters on back

$2.25

Upper-case Spanish alphabet arc/mat, 11" x 17" (Item #701)
2-sided, laminated; outline of upper-case letters on front;
arc with initial, medial and final position letters on back

$2.25

Lower-case Spanish alphabet arc/mat, 11" x 17" (Item #702)
2-sided, laminated; outline of lower-case letters on front;
arc with initial, medial and final position letters on back

$2.25

Upper-case Classroom-size alphabet strip (Item #801)
Plastic with English block capital letters, approx. 3" x 47"

$3.95

Lower-case Classroom-size alphabet strip (Item #802)
Plastic with English block capital letters, approx. 3" x 47"

$3.95

Mailing information:
Name

ITEM TOTAL

Telephone

Fax

S/H

Address

SUBTOTAL
TAX
8.25% Sales Tax on SUBTOTAL
City

State

Zip

(TEXAS residents only)

Email

TOTAL

TOTAL ENCLOSED

Shipping and handling charges
Check, credit card number, or school district purchase order must accompany order.

(UPS Ground)
ADD $4.00 TO CHARGES BELOW FOR

Discover/MasterCard/VISA #

Exp. date

DELIVERY TO A RESIDENCE
Up to $99.99...........$10.00

Card billing address

$100.00 - $1499.99....10% of Subtotal
Over $1500.00..........5% of Subtotal

Street

Add $10.00 for Alaska and Hawaii delivery
(First Class U.S. Mail)
City

State

V Code (last 3 numbers on signature line on back of card)

Zip

Signature

Send orders to:

ABECEDARIAN, P.O. Box 92843, Austin, TX 78709-2843
Phone: (800) 342-1165 or in Austin (512) 301-0899, Fax: (512) 233-2689
On the web: http://www.alphabetletter.com
Email: info@alphabetletter.com

